
 

 

A job can be much more than a career opportunity.
It can become a path to realizing your dreams.
At Profil International, we believe - and know - that only candidates who are truly "engaged" in their jobs,
love what they do, respect and admire the company they work for will excel at their job and realize their
dream careers. Your own personal engagement is the key to your success!

To be engaged and become a top performer, you need to be in a job that is not just a great job, but a great
job for you. This means, that not only your background and mental capacity, but also you behavioural style
and personal motivations must match those of the job and the top performance benchmark criteria of the
company. This is why, if you happen to be a candidate, we will ask you to participate in a series of in-depth
interviews and assessments to discover whether this particular position at that particular company is the
right one for you. This is not only in the interests of our clients but also in yours.

PRODUCTION MANAGER POSITION DETAILS
 
Production Manager - a member of Plant Management Team - is expected to develop his/ her team and
department. Also work in cooperation with and support Technical Manager in production improvement, process
development, and installation of new machinery projects. 

The Production Manager designs and monitors the production plan in line with objectives in safety, quantity,
quality, costs and deadlines. He is responsible for the safety rules enforcement and application of NEW & 5S
methods.

Required Skills and Qualifications;

Engineering degree (Electrical/ Mechanical Engineer preferably)
5 year experience of production, with minimum 3 years of team management experience



Fluent in spoken and written English
Mobile, international experience is an asset

Competencies expected;

Production planning and monitoring
Continuous improvement
Maintain and optimize impact of cross trained flexible team
Deployment and monitoring of key indicators
Formalization and transmission of know-how
Team work
Leadership and management 
Project management and innovation
Customer satisfaction

 

Your Talent Manager: Dila Giray | dila.giray@profilinternational.com 


